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Abstract 
We give syntactic characterizations of (1) the (finitary) theories whose categories of models 
are closed under the formation of pullbacks, and of (2) (its categorical counterpart) the locally 
w-polypresentable categories. A somewhat typical example is the category of algebraically closed 
fields. Case (1) is proved by classical model-theoretic methods; it solves a problem raised by 
H. Volger (with motivations from the theory of abstract data types). The solution of case (2) 
is in the spirit of the ones for the locally w-presentable and w-multipresentable cases found by 
M. Coste and P.T. Johnstone respectively. The problem (2) was raised in the context of Domain 
Theory by F. Lamarche. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper is a contribution to the subject of the syntactic description of elementary 
categories of structures in which various limits are defined. The all-limit, connected 
limit (=equalizer+pullback) and equalizer cases were solved in [6, 11, 14, 251; here 
I present the solution for the pullback case. 
The interest of the pullback construction has been quickly recognized in Category 
Theory (it has been given a name very early), and confirmation of its importance and 
ubiquity came more recently from Theoretical Computer Science, particularly Domain 
Theory (see [24, 171). On the Algebra side, apart from pullbacks being basic for 
example in the modeling of relations and partial morphisms, it was observed that 
pullback is in some sense the most general limit construction which is possible in 
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the category of algebraically closed fields: I will elaborate on this below, since the 
presence of groups of permutations in our syntactic characterization will make this 
example particularly interesting. 
Preservation Theory deals with the syntactic description of properties of elemen- 
tary classes of structures. The paper [2.5] of Hugo Volger was a major contribution 
to Preservation Theory applied to constructions which are more specific to Category 
Theory: among several other results, characterizations of theories having their cate- 
gory of models closed (in the category of all structures of the same type) respec- 
tively under all limits and under all equalizers were given. The all-limit case was in 
some way a purely model-theoretic counterpart of a result of Michel Coste in Cate- 
gorical Logic [6], namely the syntactic description of the locally finitely presentable 
(LFP) categories (the definitions are recalled below). The closure under connected 
limits (= equalizers + pullbacks) was characterized in [ 1 I], and was the purely model- 
theoretic counterpart of [14] (which described the locally finitely multi-presentable 
(LFMP) categories). The pullback problem was raised in its classical model-theoretic 
version by Volger in [26, 271, and independently, in its categorical version (i.e. the syn- 
tactic description of the locally finitely polypresentable (LFPP) categories) by FranCois 
Lamarche in [ 171. The motivations of Volger were from the theory of abstract data 
types, but also from pure Preservation Theory, to fill a gap in a nice array of results 
of this type (see [8, 11, 25-271). The motivations of Lamarche were from Domain 
Theory, but there is also an interest from pure Categorical Logic since LFPP general- 
izes LFMP and LFP in a natural way. LFPP, LFMP and LFP are the finitely (or o-) 
accessible categories which have respectively all wide pullbacks (= limits of (small) 
diagrams with a terminal object), all connected limits and all limits. LFPPs are also 
the o-accessible categories C having all their slices C/X (X an object of C) LFP [20]. 
Similarly, categories of models (of finitary theories) which are closed under pullbacks 
are those which are locally reflexive in the category of all structures [l]. 
This paper presents in Section 2 a solution to the classical model-theoretic version of 
the problem, i.e. a syntactic characterization of the (finitary) theories whose categories 
of models are closed under the construction of pullbacks. Also given is a characteriza- 
tion of the theories satisfying the additional condition that the homomorphisms between 
the models are all embeddings. The characterization are of the usual (and unavoidable) 
“non-uniform” type (see below). Virtually no knowledge of Category Theory is needed 
to read this part. The first result was announced (in a slightly incorrect form) in [12]. 
Section 3 presents a solution to the categorical version of the problem, namely a 
syntactic characterization of the LFPP categories. The methods here are very different 
from the ones in Section 2, being entirely in the spirit of [6, 141 (which solved the 
LFP and LFMP cases respectively; those two results will follow easily from ours). 
The categorical point of view allows some freedom with respect to the language. 
It provides in fact a uniform version (in the sense above) of the characterization, at 
the expense of a type expansion and, in the LFMP and the LFPP cases, of the loss of 
a part of the finitary feature. The comparison between the classical and the categorical 
versions is of interest, not only to provide more insight in the problem itself, but 
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also as a good illustration of the respective advantages (and disadvantages) of the two 
approaches. 
At the end of the paper an example is given to show that, as opposed to the pull- 
back, connected limit and all-limit cases, the category of models of a (finita~) theory 
invariant under equalizers is not in general finitely accessible. 
A characterization of the LFPP categories in terms of sketches has appeared a few 
years ago (a few months before the submission of this paper) by Pierre Ageron [3]. 
My syntactic description (of Section 3) could certainly be obtained from the Ageron’s 
characte~zation, but I have chosen another path. Also closely related to Section 3 is a 
2-categorical duality for LFPP categories recently obtained by Hongde Hu and Walter 
Tholen [ 131. 
2. The classical case 
A type r is a set of (many-sorted) finitary operation and relation symbols. I allow 
empty interpretations: hence the support of a r-structure ‘91 is a set {A,}3 of sets 
(one for each sort s) where any A, may be empty (if there is no constant symbol of 
sort s). The set of all (r-) atomic fo~ulas is denoted by At(r) (or simply At). If r 
is a set of formulas, I write VT (respectively, AT) for the set of finite disjunctions 
(respectively, conjunctions) of formulas in 1’, including the empty one _L =“false” 
(respectively T = “true”); V*T and car will be used when infinite disjunctions and 
conjunctions are also included. lr is the set { 1~ 1 y E I’} and 3r is (3xy 1 y E r and 
x is a finite (possibly empty) string of variables}, similarly for V. The meaning of, 
say, V[l\ At -+ 3 V f\ At], should be clear. I write Bas for the set At U (TAt) of basic 
formulas. A theory is a set of sentences. In this section, sentences are assumed to be 
finitary if not otherwise specified. 
I write a bold variable letter x for a string ~1x2 .. .x,, of variables and 1x1 for its 
length ~1. If A is a set, IAl is its cardinality. If a is a n-tuple (al,. . . , a,) in A” and 
f‘:A + B is a function, then I write f(a) for (f(ar),. . .,f(a,,)). I use the notation 
gGkx(~(~)) (k E N) as an abbreviation for Vxi ...~k+t(&~~+i CI(X,) --+ Vufu,(xU = 
xU~)), similarly for Zlkx(cx(x)). I will also need abbreviations for “there exists exactly 
one set {x1,..., x,} such that c((xi,. . . ,x,)” and for “there exists exactly one mdtiset 
{{xl,. . .,x,)1 such that ~(xi,. . .,x,)“: 
Notation 1. If ]xi / = lxjjj for all i,j E { 1,2,. . . , n}, I write 
(a) 3”‘{xi ,...,x,}(a(xl,...,x,)) for 
VW ~~~kvl ,..Yn(~(Xl,...,X,)AC((YI,...,Yn) 
+ V~~,~~~~ (( Ai<n xi = Y&if) A ( Aj<nYi = Xh(i))13 
where F is the set of all pairs of endofunctions of { 1,2,. . . , n}, and 
3’{x, ,...,x,}(a(x1,..., x,)) for 3x1 . .xn(a(xl,. . . ,x,))A~~~{x~, . . . ,x~}(oz(x~,. . ,x,)); 
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(b) 3”‘{{xl,...,x,))(a(x,,...,x,)) fort/xl '.*GYI ~~~~,ta(xt,...,x~)Aadv~,...,~~) 
+ V7dAi,n xi =yn(i))), where II is the set of all permutations of (1,2,. . . , n), and 
3’{{x1 , . . . ,xn}}(r(xl,. . .,x,)) for 3x1.. .x,(a(xl, . . . ,xn))A3G’{{x~,. . . ,x,}}<a(x,,. . .,x,)). 
The reader will verify easily that these definitions correspond to the ones suggested 
by the notations. To distinguish between (a) and (b), note that, for example, ‘3 /= 
a[a,a,b] A a[u, b,b] would be possible in the first case but not in the second one if 
a # b. 
M(z) is the category of all r-structures and z-homomorphisms f :Cu ---f ?B between 
them (i.e. mappings {fs}s : {A,}s --+ {B,}s which preserve atomic formulas: ‘$I k 
Ybl =+ ‘f3 I= Vl.f(~)l for y E At). If T is a theory of type t, M(T) is the full 
subcategory of M(r) having as objects all models of T. I write C for the class of 
objects of a category C. 
Pullbacks in M(r) are constructed as follows: if {A : ‘Bi --+ 2311 is a set of homo- 
morphisms, their multiple pullback (in M(r)) is the substructure 2I of the (direct) 
product II,Bi on the set { (bi)~ 1 h(bi) = fit(bi/), i, i’ E I}. If I has only two elements, 
I simply say that 2I is the puBback of the f;‘s. The reader may consult [18] for the 
definitions (and const~ctions in M(t)) of the various limits and colimits. 
A theory T is said to be invariant under Eimits if the limit in M(r) of a diagram in 
M(T) is always in M(T). One also says in this case that M(T) is closed under limits. 
Similarly for (multiple) pullbacks, filtered colimits, etc. 
I give now two definitions: one is from [ 17, 151, the other is a generalization of the 
usual model-theoretic formulation of the concept of presentation (see [ 11, 251). 
~~~~tion~ 2. ( 1) An object X in a category C is generic if every diagram f :X -+ 
Y +- 2 : g can be completed by a unique h :X -+ 2 such that gh = f. A polyinitial 
family in C is a set {Xi}, of generic objects such that for every 2 E C, there exists a 
unique i E I for which there exists a mo~hism from Xi to 2. 
(2) A z-presentation (where r is a type) is a pair (r, C), where C is a set of 
constant symbol not in r and r is a set of sentences in At(zUC). A theory T of type z 
has polypresentations if for every r-presentation (r, C), M(T U F) has a polyinitial 
family. 
Here are a few facts about these concepts (some of them for the reader familiar with 
the categorical jargon): 
A (multi-) initial family [7, 1 l] is a polyinitial family made of objects with no 
non-trivial automorphisms (clear from the definitions). A theory T is invariant under 
pullbacks iff it is invariant under multiple pullbacks, filtered colimits and cofiltered 
limits (see Theorem 4 below), iff T has polypresentations (again Theorem 4), iff M(T) 
is locally re$exiue in M(z) (i.e. the slice categories M(T)/‘U are reflexive in M(r)/‘3 
for every Iu E M(T) [19, 11). We obtain the better known corresponding equivalences 
if we replace, on the one hand, “pullbacks” respectively by “limits” and “connected 
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limits”, and, on the other hand, “polypresentations” respectively by “presentations” and 
“multipresentations”. Hence polypresentations are to pullbacks what multipresentations 
are to connected limits and what presentations are to limits [1 11. Relations with locally 
to-presentable (m-multipresentable, o-polypresentable) categories are to be found at the 
beginning of Section 3. 
Repeatedly used in the proof of the main theorem will be the existence of polyinitial 
families in categories of models of pullback-invariant theories. 
The invariance properties dealt with in this paper are non-unijbrm: a property P 
(which applies to theories) is uniform if there exists a set Ap of sentences such that 
a theory satisfies P if and only if it is equivalent to a subset of Ap (Note that if P 
is uniform, one can take Ap to be the set of all sentences which satisfy P (as one- 
sentence theories)). None of the invariances under limits, connected limits, equalizers, 
pullbacks and cofiltered limits is uniform, but invariances under filtered colimits and 
under products are (see [2.5, lo] or [S]). 
The syntactic characterizations of non-uniform properties are often rather heavy 
and their meaning not immediately transparent. Hence it might be useful to com- 
pare them to cleaner (naturally occuring) “approximations”. For instance theories in- 
variant under limits are “almost” the ones equivalent to a set of sentences of the 
form 
WB(x> + 3’ Y(~(X~ Y>)) (1) 
with x. fl E A At, and invariance under connected limits “almost” corresponds to sen- 
tences of the form 
~X(B(X> + OJ 3Y(xj(x3Y))) A AJ ~'x3"'Y(~ji(x~Y))) (2) 
with ai, b E A At (see [ 111); here V is the exclusitle disjunction, which will be needed 
again: 
Notation 3. If (4j 1 j E J} 1s a finite set of formulas, 0’4, is an abbreviation for 
V, $1 A A,#jl t7<d$ A 4,')). 
The exact characterizations will be given below (just before Theorem 4). The word 
“almost” has a precise meaning in the two examples above, related to the categorical 
version of the characterizations (see Section 3). The sentences invariant under pullbacks 
come close to 
vx(b(x> + OJ 3Y(xj(x,Y))) A AJ vx3 ‘““‘Y(~j(X,Y))) (3 )’ 
for some n(j) E N, but actually (3)’ is too weak. What we need is closer to “3”(J)y” 
. . but with some of the y’s possibly repeated! The situation is reminiscent of the “n” 
roots (but counting multiplicity!) of a polynomial of degree n in an algebraically closed 
field (and this is no coincidence: see below). One way to express this is through a 
definable operator which permutes the y’s (see Section 3). Another possibility, more 
appropriate for this section, is to allow Uj’s of greater arity: thus the pullback-invariant 
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theories will be “almost” those made of sentences of the form 
where for every j E J, 01~ and p are in A At, n(j) E N, ]yU /= IyUj / for every u, U’ <n(j), 
and n(j) is a group of pe~u~tions on the set { 1,2,. . . , n(j)>. One should compare 
this sentence with (1) and (2) above: (2) is the particular case of (3) for n(j)= 1 for 
every j E J. Note that (3) implies ‘dx3”‘{{y~, . . . ,y~~j)}}Nj(x,y~, . . . ,_Vncjj)) (for each 
j E J), but this consequence, considered alone, is not preserved under pullbacks. This 
is why it does not appear explicitly in “uniformized” versions, as (3) or the categorical 
version in Section 3. The categorical version, although it will look very different, will 
amount to a version of (3) where J is allowed to be infinite. 
Examples of limit-inva~~t theories abound: all the (quasi-) equational theories, also 
the theory of (small) categories (see [l] or [6]). Interesting examples for the two other 
cases are respectively the theory of fields and the theory of algebraically closed fields 
(with respect to the type { +, 1, 1,O)). The first one is invariant under connected limits 
but not under arbitrary limits (a direct product of fields is not a field); an initial fam- 
ily for the category is the set of all prime fields; putting apart the commutative ring 
identities, the crucial axiom, set under the corresponding form (2) above, is Vx(T + 
(x = O)V3y(x ’ _Y = l)), @‘x3<’ y(x . y = 1) being of course a consequence of the ring 
axioms). In the second example the theory is invariant under pullbacks but not under 
connected limits (for example, the equalizer of the identity and the conjugation auto- 
morphisms on C is 58). A polyinitial family for the category is the set of algebraic 
closures of the prime fields. The existence of non-trivial automorphisms between those 
objects will play an important role in the sequel. I will now say a few words about 
the form of the axioms for the algebraically closed fields. 
Let K be an algebmically closed field, and as, al,. . . , ap elements of K with aP # 0. 
Consider the polynomial up yp + . . + al y + a~, having bl, . . . , b, as distinct roots in K 
of respective multiplicities m( 1 ), . . . , m(n) (C, _ m(u) = p). Denote by 6(x0, XI,. . . , xP, 
x,...,y,) the formula 
( xp . (y;“(‘) . * *y;@) - ) t-l)pxo) 
A Xp’ ( L ~~nm(u).(y;“(“...y,m(U”y~l;‘L).,*y~(n) 9) = (-l)J+‘X, ) 
A.. .A x- ( P ( Xfi)“‘U)~ Yu) = -xp-3). 
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We have K k 6[ao,. . . ,up,bl,. . . , b,], expressing the usual relationship between roots 
and coefficients. Let II be the group of all the permutations rr on { 1,2, . , n} such that 
rc(u)=u occurs only if m(u)=m(u). One can check that K b ‘v’y[ . ..y.‘(G(ao,. . .,a,, 
Y{,..., y,‘) 4-t k7(A\uQn (b, = y&,))). Now, given the polynomial, the form of S 
depends only on the distribution of the multiplicities of its roots. Let then, for every 
positive integer p, J(p) be the set of all multisets j = {{m(l), . . . , m(n(j))}} (where 
the m(i)‘s are positive integers) such that m( 1) + + m(n(j)) = p. To distinguish 
between the roots, we need to add the following data. For a given j E J(p), let Sj 
be a bijection from the (non-ordered) pairs of distinct elements of (1,. . . ,n(j)} into 
{l,2,...,t(j)}, where t(j) = n(j) (n(j) - 1)/2. Let n(j) be the group of all the 
permutations n on {1,2,...,n(j)+t(j)} such that for U, ZJ f n( j), X(U) = v occurs only 
if m(u)=m(u), and such that rc(n(j) + s,({u,t’}))=~(j) + sj({n(u),rt(r)}) for every 
pair {u,u}. Write x for XOX~ ...+,x;, and ~j(X,~l,...,y,(j)+t(j)) for 
Gj(xO,...,xp,Yl,...,Y,(j))A(xp'X~= 1) 
A A ( u<"<n(j)((YU -YC)'Y,(j)+S,{U.C) = l)). 
Then the theory of algebraically closed fields can be axiomatized by the usual set of 
axioms for fields plus the following sentence for each p 2 1: 
vx(xp xL = I + P(p13Yl . . Yn(,)+t(j)Caji(X, Yl,. . . > Yn(j)+t( j))) 
AAJC,, tlxYl . . Yn( j)+t( j)Yl . . . Yic j)+t( j)(“j(x2 YI >. . > Yn( j)+r( j))> 
+ Cfj(X, .Y( ( 3.. .3 Y,'( j)+t( j)) * ven(j) ( A\u<n( j)+t( j) (Yu = Ya(,,))) . 
Of course, in the present context of fields, this long sentence can be replaced by 
the much simpler Vxuxt . . .xP3y(xP . yP + . + XI . y + xc = 0) V (xp = 0)). The fact 
that this suffices here for closure under pullbacks can be seen as a consequence of 
the fact that all homomorphisms between fields are embeddings, and all this made the 
example of algebraically closed fields somewhat misleading in looking for a syntactic 
characterization of closure under pullbacks (more on this after Theorem 4). 
To make all comparisons possible, I will now state the syntactic characterizations 
for limits and connected limits (in a more suitable form than in [ 111): 
-T is invariant under limits iff 
(i) T is equivalent to a subset d’ of A = ‘v’[A At + 3 A At], and 
(ii) for every sentence Vx(/I(x) + 3y(a(x,y))) in A’(a, fl E r\ At), there exists a 
formula rl/ E 3 A At such that T k ‘dx(&x) --+ 3’ y(a(x,y) A $(x,y)). 
(In (ii), one can replace A’ by the set of consequences of T in A). 
-T is invariant under connected limits iff 
(i) T is equivalent to a subset A’ of A = V[/\ At --f 3 v A At], and 
(ii) for every sentence Vx(b(x) + 3y(VJ Mj(x,y))) in A’(oCj,p E /\ At), there exist 
a finite set I, for each i E I a formula $i E 3 A At, and for each (i, j) E I x J a formula 
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yi,] E 13 V /\ At such that 2’ + V@‘(X) -+ VIXJ yi,i(x)), and for every (i,j) E Z x J, 
T /= Vx(P(x) A Y;,j(x) + ~‘Y@j(x~Y) A $i(x,y)). 
(In (ii), one can replace d’ by the set of consequences of T in d). Note that a set 
of sentences of the form (2) above does satisfy (i) and (ii): take I to be a singleton 
{i}, & = T, and Y~J = A\kE~_-(j~(13~(~k(~,~))). 
Here is our main result: 
Theorem 4. For every theory T the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) T is invariant under pullbacks. 
(b) T is invariant under filtered colimits, cojiltered limits and multiple pullbacks. 
(c) T has polypresentations. 
(d) (i) T is equivalent o a subset A’ of A = V[A At -+ 3VA At], and 
(ii) for every sentence Vx(p(x) + 3y(V, Ej(x,y))) in A’(Mj, p E A At), there 
exists a finite set I, and for each (i, j) E I x J a natural number k(i, j) and formulas 
$i,j E 3 V A At and yi,j E 13 VA At such that T + VX(/~(X) + VlxJ yi,j(x)), and for 
every (i,j) E 1 x J, T i= vx(P(x) A y;,j(x) + 3’ {YI,YZ,.  . ,Yk(t,j)}(A,<k(i,j) xj(x,Yu> A 
~,j(x,yl,Y2,..‘,Yk(i,j)))) 
(d’) As (d), but with A’ replaced by the set of consequences of T in A. 
(d”) As (d’), but with 3’{yl,y2,. . ,Yk(i,j)} replaced by ~‘{{YI,Y~, . . . ,.Y,w))). 
Moreover, these (equivalent) properties of theories are non-untform. 
Proof. (d”) + (d’) + (d): Trivial. 
(d) + (a): Let {fr :B3, ---f B 1 t = 1,2} be a diagram in M(T), with ‘C!I its pullback (in 
M(r); remember its construction above). Let 4 := Vx(p(x) + 3y(V, aj(X,y))) be in 
A’. Let u be a string of elements in 2I such that 2l + fl[a]. Hence BJ, + P[a(t)] for t = 
1,2, where a(t) is the string image of a by the canonical projection 9I C %$ x 232 + B3,; 
this implies 23 k fi[b], h w ere b = fl(a(1)) = fz(u(2)). For {$i,, I(i,j)~l x J} and 
{yi,j 1 (i,j) E I x J} as stated, we have ‘3 k Yi,i[b] for some (i,j) E I x J, SO that 2$ b 
yi,j[4t)l for t = 132. Then 25 I= A\u<k(i,,) Ej[a(t), h(t)1 A &,j[4t>, b(t), .. .j h(i,j)(t)l 
for some strings 61,. . . ,b~i,j) in 8 x ‘932, and hence 
Then the last line of (d) says in particular that fi(bi(1)) = f2(6,(2)) for some U. If 
6i( 1) and b,(2) are respectively the strings (b:(l), . . . , b;( 1)) and (b:(2), . . . , b:(2)), 
then the string b’ = ((61(1),bL(2)),...,(b;(l),b;(2))) is in 2I and we have ‘3 k 
aj[u, 6’1, as required. 
(a) @ (b): The non-trivial direction is contained in the proof of (4) + (5) of 
Theorem 17 in [27]. ’ In some details, Proposition 1 of [27] shows that the existence 
of pullbacks implies that idempotents split in M(T), so that T is invariant under retracts. 
’ The reader might be annoyed by the fact that Theorem 17 of [27] contains our Theorem 4, and refers 
to (an earlier version of) the present paper for the proof of some parts of it. But one can check that the 
references are not really circular, and that together the two papers contain a genuine and complete proof of 
the results. 
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This in turn implies invariance under “special equalizers” [25], since those are retracts 
of pullbacks. But then T is invariant under filtered colimits and cofiltered limits, by 
Propositions 1 and 2 of 1251. Finally, invariance under cofiltered limits and pullbacks 
clearly implies invariance under multiple pullbacks. 
(a) H (c): This is precisely the part (4) w (I)‘“) of Theorem 7 of 1271 (under a 
different terminology). 
(b) + (d”): It is a classical result of model theory that invariance under filtered 
colimits is equivalent to condition (d)(i) (see [5] or [25]). 
Let T k ‘dx(fi(x) + 3y(V, Qx,y))) E A ((ri,p E A At). Let 1x1 =n and (yl =m. 
Let c = (Cl,.‘., c,) be a string of new constant symbols, and 2, = T U {cl,. . . , c,). 
Consider a model ‘u’ = (2&a) of T U p(c) (in (M(z,); if there no such model, then 
T f= Vx(fl(x) --+ J-) and (ii) is trivially satisfied). Denote by 7;21~ the theory 
T u {o(c) I ‘B’ I= @Cc> and 8(x) E +/ A At(t)) U /3(c). 
Using the fact that homomorphisms preserve formulas in 3 V A At, one checks readily 
that Tat is also invariant under pullbacks, and hence (by the above equivalences) 
M( Tgt~) has a polyinitial family. Now this polyinitial family has only one element. 
Indeed, if ‘$3’ and 3’ are in the family, the definition of T,UI implies that there exist 
homomorphisms !J3’ + ‘3; t--(( 2l’~ 9Ik +- a’ (where )H are elementary embeddings; 
see [5]); but the existence of a connection between $3’ and 3?’ forces $2)’ = a’, by their 
genericity. 
Let then (‘8’) be the polyinitial family of M( ~QI<) (93 = (93,6)). Let 6’ be any d 
m-tuple of elements in B, and consider the infinite conjunction 
@P(V) = @K(W) := r\*{cb(x,y) 1% I== 444 b’l and cb E 3’ A At(T)). 
The following two lemmas are crucial. 
Lemma 5. Let 3 = (3, d) b TqIf. Then for every (To-) homomorphism g : 23’ -+ D’, 
we have 
T! k @[d, d’] =s there exists b” such thut g(b”) = d’ and % b @[&, ff]. 
Proof. By the very de~nition of di, there exists a z ~,~~-homomo~hism from (!B, b, b’) to 
some r,,.s-elementary extension 3” of (I), d, d’). By the genericity of ‘f)’ (and the fact 
that an elementary extension is injective), there is then a homomo~hism h : 8’ -+ 33’ 
with h(b’) = d’. Given any y: ‘$3’ -+ rD’, the diagram g : 23’ -+ 33 t 8’ : h can be 
completed by an automorphism q of ‘$3’ such that gq = h. Then choose q(b’) to be the 
required b”. c1 
Lemma 6. There exists k E N such that 23 k 3ky(@[b,y]) and TQ~? k 3<“y(@(c,y)). 
Proof. Let K = (b’ 123 + @[b,b’]}. By Lemma 5 and the polyinitiality of {23’}, a 
model %’ = (33, d) of Tari cannot have more than /K/ distinct d’ such that 9’ + 
@Id, d’]. 
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Suppose now that K is infinite. Consider an expansion r’ = r U {cl,. . . , c,} U (U,,, 
{c;(Z), . . ,ck(Z)}) of r for some set L with IL( > IKI, and the theory T’= T,l U 
i&~;zjJ)) I l E4 WY) a (fi ni e conjunct of &x,y)} U {c’(f) # c’(f) (I # I’, ‘t ) 
> 
Let T” be a finite subset of T’. K being infinite, one can choose b’(C)‘s in K (with 
repetitions) such that (?B, b, {b’(f)}gL) k T”. H ence T”, and then T’ (by compactness) 
are consistent. But this contradicts the first paragraph of the proof, and we conclude 
that K is finite. 
If K has k elements, then again by Lemma 5 we have Tat /= 3”ky(@(c,y)), as 
required. 0 
Remark 7. The proof of Lemma 6 is a direct transposition of a part of the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 of [16], concerned with intersections instead of pullbacks (i.e. homomor- 
phisms restricted to embeddings). Note that our case does not permit (at least with this 
proof) to reach the conclusion Tat /= Zlky( @(c,y)), as in [16]. Of course, as in [16], an 
application of compactness would allow to replace @ by a genuine (finitary) formula 
I, but this is of no use at this stage. 
Let bi,..., b; be the m-tuples such that ‘%I i= @[b, bh], u = 1,. . ., k. Consider the 
infinite conjunction 
W,Yl,..., yk):=I\*{~(~,~~,...,~k)l~~IC/[b,b~,...,b~l, $EJ/~\V-WT)). 
We have 
Lemma 8. There exists a group Ii’ of permutations on { 1,2,. . . , k} such that 
(a) Taf l=% . ..yk(Y(c.y~,...,yk)~~yy’l . ..Y~(Y(~.~‘,,...,~(,)HV~~~~~~~(Y~ = 
&,,))) and, for every ~EJ such that Bkq[b,b’], Tat +Vyl . ..y~(Y(c.y~,...,y~) 
-A uGk aj(c,Y,)), and 
(b) there exists (a jinitary) Ic/ E A//j At(r) such that 
and, for every j E J such that B /= ctj[b, b’], Tzt /= Vyl . . .y~(@(c,y~, . . . ,yk) -+ AuGk OLj 
(c,yu)). In (b), II can be replaced by the group of all permutations on { 1,2,. . . , k}. 
Proof. (a) GIN +3yl. ..ydyY(c,y~,. ..,yk)) and k +VYI . . .ydY(c,_n,...,y~)- 
A uGk Uj(c,yu)) follow from the polyinitiality of {%‘} and the fact that each Uj(X,yu) 
with 23 /= Ej[b, b’] is a conjunct of @(x, yU), and hence of Y(x, yi,. . . ,yk). 
Let n be an endofunction of { 1,. . . , k}. By the definition of Y and the generic@ 
of 23’, we have 23’/= Y[b,b&,,,...,b&,,] if and only if there exists a ~~~~~(i)~.,,~~~(k)- 
homomorphism from (!& 6, b’,, . . . , bk) to (23,b, ba,,,, . . . , b&,). But any endomorphism 
of 23’ is an automorphism, and hence rc is a permutation if it induces one. The set 
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of those particular permutations is easily seen to form a group (with composition as 
product). Call it Il. 
Now if 3’ = (a, d) k Kjrt U { Y[d, d[, . . . , di]} U { Y[d,dr,. . . ,dL]}, there exist (by 
an argument used several times above) homomorphisms gi : 23’ -+ ‘0’ t ?.?3’ : g2 such 
that gl(b:)=dL and gz(b:)=di, u=l,..., k. Some automorphism h of ‘$3 such that 
gzh = gl must complete the diagram, and hence there is a permutation rt E II with 
d/, = g,(bf,) = g2(h(bh)) = gz(b&,) = d,$,,, u = 1,. . . , k, as required. 
Conversely, if 3’ b Y[d,d(, . ,dL] and n E 17, there exist an homomorphism g: 
!&-+a’ such that gi(bL) = d:, u = l,... , k, and an automorphism h of 93’ with 
h(bL)=bi(,,. Then gh(b:) = dkcu,, so that 3’ k Y[d,d&,:,,,, .,dAcu(,]. 
(b) A usual application of compactness provides a finitary $ as in (b). 
The last sentence is obvious. 0 
Remarks 9. (1) I do not see how any compactness (or otherwise) argument could 
allow the c part of the first arrow in part (b) of Lemma 8. If one wishes to use only 
finitary formulas without losing information, one could add the following to part (b): 
“ . . and for every such I,!J, there exists $’ E 3vr\ At(r) such that 
T,, t= ‘Jy, . . .yky; . . . Y~WA”‘,Yk) A $‘(wIT..~Lvk) 
A V,EH A&k (Yu =&,,> 
( 1 
+ WA.. . Jo.” 
(2) A shorter proof would have shown in particular that 
(a,4 k 741, u {‘UW;,..., d;]} + {d;, . . , d;} = {d” 19 t= @[d, d”]}, 
and then 
&I, := Vy, . ..yky. . . .Y~(lcl(C,Yl~ .“,Yk) A tkY’,>~. . >YL) 
+ {Yl,...,Yk}={Y’l,...,Y~}), 
for some (finitary) $ E 3Vr\ At(r), from which (d) follows by the arguments to come. 
I wanted to state explicitly the infinitary part of Lemma 8, to make the comparison 
with the categorical version of the characterization more transparent. 
One last lemma is needed, the proof of which is in [ 111: 
Lemma 10. Let T be invariant under pullbacks, and let T +Vx( p(x) --+ 3y(V, OIj 
(x, y))) with fl, Ej E /\ At. Then there exists a set {yj ] j E J} c -3VA At such that 
T I= ~x(P(x) + VJ Yj(x>> and T b l\jc=J (vX(/%X> A Yj(X) + 3Y~j(X~Y))). 
The rest of the proof will consist essentially in pasting everything together. Given any 
consequence V’x(/?(X) -+ 3Y(VJEj(X,Y))) of T in A, let {yj 1 jEJ> be as in 
Lemma 10. Consider any model %I’= (2I,u) of T U p(c), and let (23’ = (23,b)) be 
a polyinitial family for Tat. For any j E J such that clz’ k yj[a], we have 23’ /= yj[b], 
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and hence c8’ F zj[b,Q’] for some string b’ = b’(j) in 22. By Lemma 8, there exist 
$ = ri/B/,j E 3vs\ At(r) and k =k(%S,j) SU& that 
where II is the group of ail pe~utations on {l,Z,. . I, k). We can replace & by 
F$ U (yj<c)) at the teft of the b symbol above (since y](c) f T~J ), and by com- 
pactness there exists 19\u/ E +/A At such that G~J U {yj(C)} can be replaced by T U 
{l%C>s &I’(C)9 Yjtc>)- 
Now we have obviously T u (@(c)j k tfalEK S,?(e), for K =M(r u {a(c)), and 
by compactness again there is a finite subset {&}i~ of (&J}x~~K such that T U 
(p(c)} b V, Bi(c). Combining with the fact that 7’ U {p(c)} b V, y,/(C), we get T u 
#(c)3 b VfxJ (Of(c) A yj(c)). Denoting by yi,j(c) the formuia &i(c) A ~jj(c), we have 
T i= ~-%&x) + VlxJ Yt,,j(x)), 
and for every (i,j) E I x J, 
+ 3YlY2 **.Yk(i,j)(/&(i,i) aj(GYu) A Il/i,j(X,Yl,YZ,...,Yk(6i)))X 
Finally, the non-uniformity of the property is a direct application of Proposition 6 
of [25]. 
Remark 11. (1) The characterizations of invariance under all limits and under con- 
nected limits (see above) are easily obtained from part (d) of Theorem 4, using (i): 
the fact that invariance under afl limits is equivalent to invariance under pullbacks and 
products, (ii): the syntactic characterization of invariance under equalizers f25] and 
(iii): the following (readily verified) observation: if T is invariant under products and 
T /= VX( 4(x) -+ V, &(x)) with 4, lifj E (31\ At) U (-3//I\ At), then T + V-$&x) -+ I/+ 
(x)) for some jEJ. 
(2) A set of sentences of the form (3) above (after Notation 3) does satisfy the 
syntactic description (d) of Theorem 4: take 1 to be a singleton {i}, t/$j,j = T for 
every j, and 7i.j =AkEJ_+) tt~3Yf~.d~,~l~~- 
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Properties which are defined in terms of structures and homomorphisms have an 
analog when we restrict homomorphisms to embeddings (= applications preserving ba- 
sic formulas). For example, the analog for pullbacks is intersections, and the one for 
filtered colimits, where one considers only filtered diagrams with embeddings as edges, 
is called filtered e-colimits in [25]. 
Another interesting example is the one of algebraic closure: if T is a theory and 
C is a subset of a structure $8 (i.e. C = {CS}s with C, CA, for every s E S), then 
the T-alyebruic (resp. Te-alyebruic) closure of’ C in ‘8, denoted by 2lIg,(C, 2I) (resp. 
2llg,,,(C, 9X)) is the substructure of ‘U on the elements a for which there exists k E N 
such that: 
[%3bT and ft,...,fk+r :%!I + % homomorphisms (resp. embeddings) 
with f,(c)= ... =fk+l(c) for every c E C] 
* [fi(a) = fj(a) for some i # j]. 
It is proved in [25] that the elements of 2lIg,(C,2l) (resp. %uIg,,(C,!X)) are those 
a E % such that there exist $(x, y) E 3/\ At (resp. El/\ Bas), k E N and a string c in C 
such that $3 t=$[c,u] and T /=VEIGky($(x,y)). T is said to be invariant under (e-) 
ulpbruic closure if 
[% k T and C C 9I] + 2Llgr(C,%) k T (resp. ‘WgTc4C,%) k Z’). 
We have the following results (see [25]): 
-T is invariant under (filtered e-colimits and) e-algebraic closure iff 
(i)t T is equivalent to a subset d’ of d = EIVA Bas, and 
(ii), for every sentence K~GIy(a(x,y))) in d’(a E V A Bas), there exist a natural 
number k and a formula $ E 3 V ABas such that T t=VEly(a(x,y) A $(x,y)) and 
T + ~‘x+y(rC/(x>y)). 
-T is invariant under filtered colimits and algebraic closure iff 
(i)2 T is equivalent to a subset d’ of d =V[r\At + 3VAAt], and 
(ii)2 for every sentence VX(/~(X) + gy(x(x,y))) in d’(B E A At, a E VA At), 
there exist a natural number k and a formula $ E 3 VA At such that T b Vx(fi(x) + 
yy($x,y) A $(x~Y)) and T ~~x~‘~Y($(x,Y)). 
Consider now the following result ([22]; see also [4,16]): 
-T is invariant under intersections iff 
(i)J T is equivalent to a subset d’ of A =ElVA Bas, and 
(ii)3 for every sentence VxIy(z(x,y))) in A’(% E V A Bas), there exist a finite set 1, 
and for each i E I, a natural number k(i) and formulas $i E 3VA Bas and yi E +/A 
Bas (i.e. VAV Bas) such that T +‘vx(V,yi(x)), and for every i E 1 T t=/fx(yi(x) + 
+‘)Y(aY) A h(:(x,Y))). 
(One can see from the proofs of our Lemmas 5 and 6 how “Zlk(‘)” arises: if we allow the 
conjuncts of @ to be in 3 V A Bas (instead of 3V/\ At), the induced homomorphisms 
23’ + 3’ become embeddings, and then there cannot be less than k(i) distinct “good” 
y’s in a’). 
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In part (d) of Theorem 4, put yi := V yi,j, k(i) := cJ k(i,j), and tji := VJ $2 . . . 
Yk(i,j)(~,j(X~.Y~Y2~~~~ ,yk(i,j))). Then we get easily that 
- If T is invariant under pullbacks, then 
(i)d T is equivalent to a subset d’ of A = Y[A At + 3 V A At], and 
(ii)4 for every sentence ‘v’_@(x) -+ 3y(a(x,y))) in A’(/3 E A At, CI E V /\ At), there 
exist a finite set I, and for each i E I a natural number k(i) and formulas $j E 3 V A At 
and y; E 13 V/j At such that T b Vx(/I(x)- V, yi(x)), and for every i E 2 T kVx(/?(x) 
A Yi(X) + 3’k(i)Y(~(x~Y) A $i(x,.Y)>). 
Comparing (i), A (ii), with (i)2 A (ii)2, and then (i)s A (ii)3 with (i)4 A (ii)4, one 
might ask whether closure under pullbacks is equivalent to (i)4 A (ii)s, where (ii)s is 
obtained from (ii)4 by replacing 3 Ck(i)y by #‘)y. It is not clear if this is the case 
(Even the sufficiency - or non-sufficiency - of (i)4 A (ii)5 does not seem to be easy to 
check.) However, the theory of algebraically closed fields does have properties (i)4 and 
(ii)s, but again the reason here is that all the homomorphisms are embeddings in its 
category of models. Such categories (with all morphisms manic) being often considered 
(in Domain Theory, for example), I will mention the following characterization. (Here 
At+ is the set of atomic formulas containing no relation symbol other than =). 
Proposition 12. For every theory T the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) T is invariant under pullbacks and all morphisms in M(T) are manic. 
(b) T is invariant under pullbacks and all morphisms in M(T) are injective. 
(c) (i) For every 4 E A At’, there exists $ E 3 V A At such that 
T I= W$(x)W(x)), 
(ii) as (i)4 above, and 
(iii) as (ii)5 above. 
(d) (9 As (c)(i), (“) 11 as 1 3 a 0 b oue, and (iii) as (ii)3 above. 
Moreover, zf (b’) (resp. (c’),(d’)) is obtained from (b) (resp. (c), (d)) by replac- 
ing “injective” by “embeddings” (resp. “At+” by “At”), then (b’), (c’) and (d’) are 
equivalent. 
Proof. (a)++(b): This follows easily from the fact that in any category, a morphism 
f : i!I + 23 is manic iff the pullback of ( f, f) is (la, 1%). 
(b)#(c) and (b’) ej (c’): The following result can be found in [23]: all homo- 
morphisms between models of T are embeddings iff for every 8 E A Bas, there exists 
$ E 3VA At such that T +VX(&X)H I&X)). One easily verifies that the second con- 
dition is equivalent to (c’)(i). The rest is a straightforward exercise, looking at the 
details of the proof of Theorem 4 (if any need, see [8] for the variant with At+). 
(c)*(d) and (c’) w (d’): Easy from the above. 0 
3. The categorical case 
I will begin by a few categorical definitions (sources are indicated in parentheses): 
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D~~ition 13. (I) A wic-le ~~~~b~c~ is the limit of a ~nctor from a small category 
with a terminal object [24]. 
(2) An object X of a category C is $niteEy (or co-) presentable if the representable 
fuuctor C(X, -): G -+ &t preserves (o-) filtered colimits. A class D of objects in 
c o-generates C if every object of C is the filtered colimit of a diagram with all 
its vertices in D. Q is w-accessible if it has all filtered colimits and has a set of 
o-presentable objects which w-generates C. 
(3) A category is respectively locully o-presentable (LFP), Iocally o-multipresen- 
tuble (LFMP), and locally w-polypresentable (LFPP) if it is w-accessible and has 
respectively all (small) limits, all connected limits and all wide pullbacks [19, 15, 241. 
The definitions in (2) and (3) can be extended in the obvious way by replacing w 
by any infinite regular cardinal K. 
There are strong links between these concepts and the ones in Definition 2. 
A theory T is invariant under limits (connected limits, pullbacks) iff its category of 
models M(T) is LFP (LFMP, LFPP) “in a canonical way” (that is, its limits are the 
ones in M(r); see after Theorem 15 below). One could see from [21] that “wide pull- 
backs” can be replaced in the definition by “multiple pullbacks” (but not by - finite - 
“pullbacks”?). Atso, the LFPP categories are the w-accessible categories C which are 
“locally LFP”, i.e. which have all their slices CJX (X E C) LFP. 
I will now need some te~inology in Logic: 
Definition 14. A geometric formula is a formula in the set V[f\At + V*Yir\At]. A 
pullback theory is a set T of geometric sentences made of blocks as follows: 
A block (call it Tt ) of geometric sentences, and for each sentence (b := ‘J@(x) -+ 
(v;+j+.$))) in F (p, Xj E AAt), blocks 
4T2 : (~~Y~Y~J(~~(x,~) A aj/(x,Yi,> -+ J-1) Ij #j’, j,j’~J}, 
$T3 : {~x+.$(‘jCi(X,~) A gjci(X,_O + V~,/,Vi(X,_Y~,.$))lj EJ, i E f(j)), 
4T4 : {‘J’xY.$(~&cyj,$i’) A rky,,yi’) --+ i-)l.i~J, i,i’E f(j), i # i’}, 
$5 : {~~~~(~~tx,~) A ~~(x,~,Y~~ --+crj(x,y:))ii EJ, i E i(j)}, 
#2-S : {V~~~~(~~(X,~,~))l~ E-6 i E Kj)}, 
$2”~ 1 {~x~~~(~~i(X,~,~) A Yi(Gyj,Yjll) -+ yi’ = #) Ij E J, i E E(j)}, 
where {yi 1 i E l(j), j cJ} is some subset of A At. 
~Tz and $7’4 express a restriction on disjunctions (they must be “exclusive”), and 
+Ts to ,++T7 are restrictions on the existential quantifiers (different y’s such that Uj(x,y) 
must be distinguished by a set {yi / i E Z(j)} of definable injective operations). This set 
can in fact be chosen to be a group (through composition) of bijective operations: more 
precisely, we will see that the category of models of a pullback theory is equivalent 
to the category of models of a theory (possibly in a different language) made of the 
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following blocks: A block (call it T,‘) of geometric sentences of type V@(x) + 
(V;*~.W~(X>Y~))), (P, ai E AAt), and for each such sentence 4, blocks 
where for every j E J, l(j) is a group (with the product 0). Note that 4Ti (together 
with 4Tg and dT$) is equivalent to saying that the $/‘s with i # 1 have no fixpoints. 
Those theories will be called T/-type theories. 
To see that a finitary T’-type theory can be written as a set of sentences of the form 
(3) (Section 2 after Notation 3) define aj(X,yt,. . . ,y,(j,) (in (3)) as oCj(X, ya)A(l\,, IC,I 
($(yo) = vi)). By Remark 1 l(2), this implies that a finitary pullback theory satisfies 
the syntactic description (d) of Theorem 4. 
To see that a set of sentences of the form (3) is a pullback theory is easier, and 
hence pullback theories describe the same situation but with J allowed to be infinite. 
The block-description above was the simplest way I found to express the situation by 
geometric sentences (avoiding in particular infinite strings of yi’s). 
As an example, the long sentences utilized (before Theorem 4) to axiomatize the 
algebraically closed fields can be written in this form, through a type modification. One 
must now have a sort s, for each positive integer n, and new operations {P,,, : s, + 
s1 Iu= l,..., II, n E W} and {On : (SI ) -+ s, I n E N+}. Together with the usual fields 
axioms (applied to variables of sort st ), add the identities which are necessary to write 
an n-tuple y of elements of a field as a variable y of sort s,,: 
{VY((~,,(Y),...,P,,,(Y)) = Y)lnE N’) 
{VYI . ..Yn&z((Yl,.. .,Yn)> = yu) Iu = I,,.., n, 12 E N+>. 
Refering to the notation in the previous section, add, for every p E N+ and every 
j E J(p), a relation symbol LYE of arity (st )P+’ x Sn(j)+t(j) and the sentence 
vxY(ocj(x~pl,n(j)+t( j)(Y), . . . , hj)+U,n( j)+t(j)(Y)) ++ 01:(X, Y)>. 
Finally, add in the block 7’,‘, for each positive integer p, the sentence Vx(xP .xI = 
1 ---f VJ~p~3y(cc~(x, y))). For the other blocks, the group l(j) (for a given j E J(p)), 
is just the group Ii’(j) already described, and for rc E n(j), $y(y) is meant to be 
(P,(I).n(j)+t(j)(Y),..., P,(,(j)+r(j)),n(j)+t(j)(y)) (SO that one also adds all the necessary 
operation symbols I/; to the type, and all the identities Vy($y(y) = (P,(~),,(j)+~(j)(y), 
. ..) P,(,(j)+r(j)),n(j)+r(j)(Y))) to the set of axioms). 
The disjunctive theories of [14], in the above formulation, are the particular pullback 
ones such that the Z(j)‘s are singletons. This is easily seen to be equivalent to replace 
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the blocks T3 to T7 above by the single block 
(quantified existence must be unique). Those theories are the sets of sentences of form 
(2) in Section 2 (before Notation 3). The lim-theories of [6] are the disjunctive ones 
such that the J’s are singletons (i.e. no disjunction symbol appear). They are the sets 
of sentences of form (1) in Section 2. 
Although it is known that the class of all accessible categories (i.e. the categories 
which are rc-accessible for some infinite regular cardinal K) is (up to equivalences) 
the class of all categories of models of theories in L,,, (for a suitable choice of 
morphisms: see [19]), it is not known to what sentences exactly the o-accessible 
categories correspond (definitely not to the sentences in L,,,,) or in L,,,,,: see [19]). 
However Coste [6] showed that LFP categories are precisely (up to equivalences) 
the categories of models of the lim-theories, and P.T. Johnstone showed that LFMP 
categories are the categories of models of the disjunctive theories. I will prove in this 
section that the LFPP categories correspond to the pullback theories in the same way. 
More precisely, I will follow an entirely similar path than the ones followed by [6, 
141 for the LFP and LFMP cases: Given a LFPP category C, I construct explicitly a 
pullback theory T (from the objects and morphisms of the full subcategory cf on a 
w-generating set of finitely presented objects of C) such that M(T) is equivalent to C. 
The proof of the converse, i.e. the category of models of a pullback theory is LFPP, 
will follow from an adaptation of results in [19]. 
Here is the main theorem to be proved: 
Theorem 15. A category is locally w-polypresentable (LFPP) if und only if it is 
(equivalent to) the category of models of a pullback theory. 
Proof. (+=) Let T be a pullback theory of type T. Then we have to show first that 
M(T) is closed (in M(r)) under multiple pullbacks. This is rather straightforward and 
it is left as an exercise. It is also known that M(T) is closed under filtered colimits 
(easy to verify directly) and accessible (using an infinitary version of the downward 
Lowenheim-Skolem Theorem and the closure under filtered colimits). What remains 
to be shown is that it is o-accessible. It is not clear to me if this would now follow 
from some results in [24], but in 
result of [19]: 
any case I will use the following adaptation of a 
Proposition 16. Suppose that the category C is accessible, has wide pullbacks and 
k-filtered cohmits (where K is any in@ite regular cardinal), and that there is a small 
jointly conservative family of functors from C to & preserving wide pullbacks and 
k-filtered colimits. Then C is K-accessible (and hence LFPP). 
Proof. (A family {F,}s of functors is jointly conservative if it satisfies: [Fs( f) iso for 
every s E S] + [f iso]). The statement of Proposition 6.1.5 (6.1.8) of [ 191 is obtained 
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from the statement of the present proposition by replacing “wide pullbacks” and “LFPP” 
respectively by “limits” and “LFP” (“connected limits” and “LFMP”). What we want 
to show is that the proof of Proposition 61.5 (6.1.8) will work with some minor 
adjustments if one replaces “colimits” (“multicolimits”) in it by “polycolimits” (Here 
a polycolimit (multicolimit) of a diagram D: K -3 C is a polyinitial (multi-initial) 
family (see Definition 2) in the category of cocones on 0). 
First note that each functor F in the family satisfies the Solution Set Condition 
[18, V.6.21, since it is accessible. Then one can prove a modified version of the 
Freyd Initial Object Theorem (and of its consequences: see Section V.6 of [IS]), 
where “limits” are replaced by “wide pullbacks” in the hypotheses, and “initial ob- 
ject” is replaced by “pol~nitial family” in its conclusion. (This is essentially done in 
[Z, Proposition 16 and Theorem 2 l].) From this one deduces that C has polycolimits, 
and also that the slice category ({*}/F) (where (*} is a one-element set) has a polyini- 
tial family {{*} --+ Fci / i E E} (0 ne might say that F is “polyrepresentable” by this set 
of Ci’S). 
It is straightforward to check that each ci is K-presentable. Furthermore, each object 
in the polycolimit family of a k--diagram (i.e. a diagram of cardinality smaller than K) 
made of K-presentable objects is also k--presentable. Let then X be the closure under 
polycolimits of rc-diagrams made of all the objects in the union of all the sets XF = 
(ci / i E E} (one for each functor F in the family). Then X is a set of K-presentable 
objects, and it remains to see that every object of c is the colimit of a K-filtered 
diagram of objects in X. 
The fact that X is closed under polycolimits of K-diagrams implies that for each 
c E C, the full subcategory (XJc) of (C_/ c is x-filtered. Using now the fact that the ) 
family of the F’s is jointly conservative, one can show that ColimU, = c, where 
U, : (x/c) -+ C is the forgetful functor (U&x --+ c] -+ [x’ + c]) = (X -+ x’)). (More 
precisely, the polyinitiality of { { *} -+ Fci 1 i E l} in the category ({*}/F) (for each F) 
and the fact that the set of the F’s is jointly conservative imply that the union of the 
XF’S (and a fortiori X) will be conseruatiue, in the sense of [20, Definition 1.61. Then 
apply Lemma 1.7(ii) of [20].) q 
Corollary 17. Let T be a geometric theory which is ir~var~an~ under wide pullbacks 
fresp. conceived limits, ~~rnits~. Then M(T) is LFPP (resp. LFMP, LFP). 
Proof. The set of forgetful functors (one for each sort) from any category M(T) with 
T geometric is jointly conservative. q 
This completes the proof of the first half of Theorem 15. 
(+) We first need some notations: 
Notation 18. Let {a kk’:Xk-$Xk’}~beadia~aminCand{ockj:Xk + _4;:lk~K,j~J) 
be its polycolimit. The set SE(~) of all automo~hisms J, of % such that $/a&j = EQ 
for every k E K can be indexed by a group, which will be denoted by fK( j) (or simply 
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by l(j)): if $’ and r,k” are in S,(j), i o i’ is the element of I(j) such - 
~i(~i’)* 
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Remark 19. In the situation above, and given a cocone (2jk :Xk ---f X 1 k E K) (i.e. 
&,!&jkk~ = 68 for every &kt :Xk --+ Xkl), there exists a unique j E J such that there 
exists LJ : Yj --+ X with gakj = isk for every k E K. This g itself is unique with this 
property up to a unique automorphism r,~? in S&j): if g’ : Yj + X is such that g’a,$j = 
dk for every k E K, then there exists a unique II/ E SK(j) such that 
commutes. Note that {a~) is a multicolimit if and only if SK(~) = { 1 r, } for every 
j E J, and is a colimit when, in addition, J is a singleton. 
Recall the following definition: 
Definition 20. A functor F : cop + Set isftat if it is a filtered colimit of represen~ble 
functors. 
A more elementary and explicit description is available, through the concept of the 
category cl(F) of the “elements” of F (see [ 161): 
F : cop + & iS flat if and Only if for every finite diagram {&k# :Xk --f Xk’}K_ 
in C and every tuple (X,&),4 E K such that Xk E F(Xk) and F(&k!)(.xk’) = xk for every 
pkk’ : & ---f &I, there exist X E (2, x E F(X) and a cocone {gk : Xk ---f X}, in C such 
that (g~~~k~f = gk for every @kkz :XX_ + XP and) I = xk for every k E K: 
Denote by Flat(~“t’) the category of flat functors from Cop to & (and the natural 
transformations between them). The relevance of flat functors in our context comes 
from the following result (see [ 191): 
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Proposition 21. Any w-accessible category C is equivalent o Flat(cy), where cf is 
the full subcutegory of C on any generating class of finitely presented 
objects. 
The procedure by which one sees a r-structure {QIU,}sEs as a functor Cu: Sop +& is 
basic to Categorical Logic: the type is seen as a (small) category 8, the objects being 
the sorts and the s --+ t operation symbols being the morphisms t +s (we can avoid 
relation symbols in the present context); then 2I(s) = ?Iz,, and the homomorphisms 
are the natural transformations between the corresponding functors. This gives all 
r-structures. To describe M(T), one must modify S in a way to embody the axioms 
of T (and here the problems arise). 
Let then _C be LFPP. We choose cf so that its class of objects is a set. As remarked 
above, Q is closed (in _C) under finite polycolimits (as is the case for colimits and 
multicolimits respectively in the LFP and LFMP cases). Considering the treatment [14] 
of the LFMP case, the only additional result which will be needed (and which is 
implicit in [3]) is the following: 
Lemma 22. Let _C be any category, F : _Cop + &t be a flat flmctor, and {Ukj :Xk + q ( 
k E K, j E J} be a polycolimit of some diagram (/&kf : xk +&I }K in c. Then for every 
non-trivial automorphism $ in SK(j), F(IC/) has no jixed point. 
Proof. Suppose F($)(y)= y for some y E F(q). Then, consider the diagram 
F(*) 
F(T) ; F(q) 
F(l),) 
in &t. Since F($)(y) = y, there exists, by the definition of a flat functor, a commu- 
tative diagram in _C: 
(and x E F(X) such that F($g)(x) = F(g)(x) = y). But this implies Ic/ = ly/, from 
Remark 19 above. 0 
As in [14], let us now consider the type having as sorts the objects of CJ, and as 
Y ---$ X operation symbols the morphisms of cf[X, Y]. Then, given a polycolimit of 
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a finite diagram {fikp :& -_&}K in _Cf: 
r, El . . l$,’ . . . 
y, El ..- 1lj;r . . . 
s,(j) 
Consider the following sentences: 
Denote by I$’ the functoriality identities: 
To={~x(lx(x)=x)(XEC} 
U { ‘Jz(a(jQz)) = flo X(z) 1 x :X -+ Y, p : Y + Z in _C}. 
Then the blocks 
r{’ = (~41 1 K is a finite diagram} u To, _ 
Ti’ = { {(K&)J~/ j ,i # j’, j, j’ EJ} ( K is a finite diagram}, 
ri’ = {{&&)I Ij EJ} 1 K is a finite diagram}, 
G’ = {{(&):’ IjE.4 i, i’ E Z(j). i # i’} 1 K_ is a finite diagram}, 
rl’={{(~&); I~EJ, iEl(j)} IK is a finite diagram}, 
r,‘= {{(&J:l l.jEJ, i, i’ E l(j)} ( K is a finite diagram}, 
T:‘= (((K47)j I~EJ} IK_ is a finite diagram} 
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are of the required T/-type above (puking x = (xk})kfK and aj(x, yi) = AkEk: (akj(a) = 
Xk), ~$2 is clearly equivalent t0 VXYjyj'(tXj(X, Yj)AUj'(X, Yjl) + 1); similarly for ~43 
and ~$5). Of course all T’-type theories are pullback theories. 
What remains to see is that the models of the theory T” = T(‘U. . -U 2”; are precisely 
the flat fntctors from (Z?r to Set. 
To see that the functor ‘%I from c? to &t associated with a model {%,Y}x~c, of T’ 
is flat, one considers a finite diagram {/?kk, :& + &f )K in cf and an appropriate 
set (9 E 21(&)}kE~ (as after Definition 20). Then ~4, says that the diagram can be 
completed the right way (by an element J’j in some %(I;)). That ak'j 0 &k' = &j in 
_C is already specified in 7’0. In the other direction, if ‘?I: cy -+ &t is a flat functor, 
then the fact that the structure (%(X))~~C, satisfies all the axioms of T” should be 
easily seen from Lemma 22 and Remark 19. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 15. cl 
Of course Theorem 15 implies in particular that the category of models of a finitary 
first-order theory invariant under pullbacks is an LFPP category. I mentioned already 
the analogous results for connected limits and for limits, but note that there is no 
analogous result for equalizers: a category of models of a fmitary first-order theory 
invariant under equalizers is not necessarily o-accessible (although it is accessible, 
since it is necessarily invariant under filtered colimits: see [25]): if r is the one-sorted 
type consisting of two binary relation symbols R and S, then the theory 
T = {~~x3y(R(x,y)VS(x,y)), ~x~“y(R(x,yH, ~~~~‘y(~(~,~))} 
is easily seen to be invariant under equalizers, but its category of models M(T) is not 
o-accessible. A proof of this may be obtained by the following modification of the 
example in Remark 2.59 of [l]. 
Let 23 and 0: be the models of T on the set N of natural numbers defined by 
RB = R” = { (n,n + 1) 1 IZ E N}, SB = 0, S” = ((n,n) 1 n E N}. Then one shows 
that there is no homomo~hism from a finitely presented object to %: given such a 
morphism f, compose it with the morphism g : 23 --+ % which is the identity on the 
underlying sets. Then gf must factorize through some embedding C& w C, where K:, is 
the (finitely presented) substructure of (r on (0, I,. . . , rr) (since 6 is the colimit of the 
chain of canonical embeddings (E, >--f &+i j n E IV}). This would then imply that the 
domain of f is not a model of b’xZly(R(x, y) V S(x, y)). 
Hence, given a pullback-invariant (finitary first-order) theory T of type 2, there exists 
a type Z* and a pullback theory T’ of type Z* with M(T) and M(T*) equivalent. But - - 
can T* and T* be obtained directly from T and z using the syntactic description of 
Theorem 4(d)? Actually this problem was raised already in [ 1 l] for the connected 
limits (i.e. LFMP) case, and is still open. For the limits (LFP) case, Volger stated 
in 1251 that his Theorem 14 (the one co~esponding to our Theorem 4) implies just 
that, T* being an extension of T by 3 A At-definable predicates. The fact that such 
an extension exists follows from more general categorical results in [20], but to get 
an idea of how T* and r* can be obtained directly from the syntactic characterization 
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of [25], the reader may look at the proof of the part (d) + (e) of Theorem 1 in [9], 
which gives the details for a very similar case. 
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